Admissions, Standards, & Honors Committee Meeting
LSU Union Orleans Room
March 28, 2005 12:30 - 2:00 pm

1. Consideration of the minutes from the February 28, 2005 meeting was deferred until the next meeting.

2. The draft changes to the grade appeals section of the catalog that arose from consideration of SR05-04 were discussed. Several improvements were agreed upon. Christie will make the changes and circulate them to the members.

3. The discussion of SR03-04 continued from prior meetings; A draft resolution to amend SR03-04 on grading policies was discussed. The Committee resolved to present the resolution to the senate as read. Motion, Thompson; Second, Bengtson; Vote, unanimous.

4. The discussion of withdrawal policies continued from prior meetings. Christie will request data from the Office of Institutional Research to enhance the Committee's understanding of the status quo.

5. Frank Cartledge provided a summary of residence requirements across colleges and raised the question of whether these can be streamlined. The consensus was that ASH can play a role in revising the University policy. Frank Cartledge agreed to draft a revision.

6. The meeting adjourned at 1:30 pm.

Respectfully submitted,

Andrew Christie, Chair